Abstract
understanding in the literature appears to be that under the absence of PTFE and when a PTL is compressed, 110 more "fibre-to-fibre" contacts are produced leading to an increase of the effective thermal conductivity. In 111 the presence of PTFE the uncompressed thermal conductivity of a PTL is increased by PTFE conducting 112 some heat between the carbon fibres [29] . As soon as the PTL is compressed, the PTFE only inhibits more 113 fibre to fibre contacts and then the effective through-plane thermal conductivity of the PTL is lowered in the 114 presence of PTFE. This is observed even as the smallest portions of PTFE is added to the PTL.
115
Aged PTLs have reduced PTFE content. It has been shown that heat and water together remove some of 116 the PTFE in the PTL. However an effect for the thermal conductivity is absent for the PTL dry thermal 117 conductivity while the PTL becomes more susceptible to water when aged. Thus, the PTFE appear to be 118 removed only at the locations away from fibre-to-fibre contact such that the thermal conductivity of the dry 119 PTL remains unaffected and that the material still take up more water [30] .
120
For Nafion , the PEMFC most commonly used membrane, there exists two studies on thermal conductivity.
121
One shows that the thermal conductivity at room temperature increases linearly with water uptake, from 0.18 122 to 0.27 W K −1 m −1 at water content of close to 0 and up to 22 water per sulphonic group [19] . Another 123 study showed that the thermal conductivity of a dry Nafion increases linearly with temperature, from 0.17 124 to 0.14 at room temperature and 65 • C [22] .
125
The thermal conductivity of different MPL made for PEMFC were, to our knowledge, for the first time the thinnest layers of a PEMFC they appear with a thermal conductivity so low that they can still have 129 an important effect on the overall temperature distribution in a PEMFC. A recent study by Thomas et al. 130 showed that the temperature gradient across this layer contribute to water transport and also that this increase 131 in temperature helps keeping the water in the MPL in a gas phase [32] . The MPL and the catalyst layers 132 have many similarities and therefore it is interesting to investigate the thermal conductivity also of the CL.
133
In this study we show that the thermal and mechanical properties of CL are very similar to that of the MPL 134 and that these layers thus are far from isothermal in an operating PEMFC. 
Water Content

136
Thermal conductivity in PEMFC membrane and PTL materials has for long been known to be related to 137 water content [19, 20] . For the perfluorosulfonate membrane, Nafion , one typically gives the water content 138 as number of water molecules per sulphonic group [33, 34] . This water content value is very often labelled 139 λ and depends on the surrounding state of water. In this study we refer to the water content in this way, i.e.
140
λ is moles of water per sulphonic group.
141
Moreover, the water content of surroundings can refer to the relative humidity in the ambient gas phase or it 142 can be liquid water. Standard membrane preparation (heating the membrane to 90 • C in an oxidising acidic 143 aqueous solution) leads to the membrane having a water content of around 0.5 when in dry conditions, 12-14 144 when exposed to water saturated gas (100% humidity) and around 22 when exposed to liquid water [33, 34] .
145
According to equilibrium thermodynamics, water in saturated gas is in equilibrium with liquid water and 146 hence it is expected that the water content is the same regardless of whether the water was in saturated gas 147 phase or liquid water. However, this is not the case and this is known for many materials which is generally 148 named the Schroedinger paradox. What is interesting, is that if the membrane is not treated with heated 149 acidic oxidizing aqueous solutions, the Schroedinger paradox is no longer observed, and this is known as 150 the absence of the Schroedinger paradox [35] . In the absence of the Schroedinger paradox, the membrane 151 never obtain λ values above 14.
152
When the membrane becomes thinner the water content and proton conductivity also changes [36] . Clearly, 153 care must be taken when considering the water content in the membrane material. Also, when the membrane 154 is included in the catalyst layer the well established story about Nafion and water content is different 155 [37, 38] . When it comes to the water content in the catalyst layer, the Nafion material will take up water that based on adsorption enthalpy of water, that water content above 5-6 in a Nafion membrane relates 159 to water-to-water interaction rather than water-to-sulphonic group interaction. In this context, it seems that 160 water from a gas phase and in a catalyst layer will adsorb only to the sulphonic group water complex group 161 and not to the ionomer back bone -which is reasonable considering the back bones similarities to PTFE.
162
Another argument for this adsorption mechanism being reasonable for very thin ionomer films is that the 163 activation energy for proton transport increases dramatically when the bulk membrane is made so thin that 164 it becomes a long chain with active sites rather than a bulk material 1 report λ values above the value of 6, the remaining (above 6) will then be considered allocated otherwise 174 than to the sulphonic group inside the CL. 
Thermal conductivity measurements
177
The measurement procedure is the exact same as the one in our previous paper on thermal conductivities in
178
MPLs [30] , and we refer to this paper for a more detailed explanation. The apparatus used in the experiments 179 is depicted in Fig. 2 . In brief, we measure the heat passing through the rig from top to bottom, q i , along contribution to the thermal resistance, i.e. they only contribute to the thickness. Finally, we plot the thermal 186 resistance as a function of the CL thickness and obtain the thermal conductivity from the inverse of the value of the slope. atmosphere) for 2 h to evaporate all remaining solvent (isopropanol).
195
The material was then overlaid with a thin pure aluminium foil and a circular punch was used to create discs 196 that could be stacked on top of each other, in the same manner as in our paper on thermal conductivity of 197 the MPL [30] . 
Statistical Analysis and Accuracy of the Measurements
199
The thermal conductivity apparatus was calibrated using materials with known thermal conductivity, see conductivity in the CL we settle for a simple model as explained in the following paragraphs.
215 Table 1 The model is developed in the commercial software Comsol 4.2a which is set to solve
where k i is the thermal conductivity andQ i is the volumetric heat source for region i as given in Table 1 .
216
The model was solved using Dirichlet boundary conditions at the sides and fixed temperatures at the end.
217
This eventually leaves us with a one-dimensional model. The model was solved for using quadratic mesh 218 and because of the second order polynomial behaviour one needs only one frame (mesh) per layer.
219
Figure 3
A linkage between the modelled area in this paper, a fuel cell sketch, and a SEM micrograph of two Freuden- consistent with previous studies [30, 31] . Although the membrane in the SEM micrograph in Fig. 3 The thermal conductivity was investigated for differently composed catalyst layers when dry and when
239
humidified with water from a vapour phase. We separate the measurement results into two different sub-240 sections; one for the dry and and another for the wet materials.
241 Table 2 3.1.1. Dry Catalyst Layers
242
Figure 4
The thermal conductivity of the catalyst layers under various compaction pressure is listed in Table 2 . The The only parameter in this study that has a significant impact on thermal conductivity of dry CL is the 256 compaction pressure. This can be seen from the results in Table 2 . This can also be seen in Figure 4 , where 257 the thermal resistance of the catalyst layer containing no Pt is shown for increasing compaction pressures.
258
At first sight, however, the thermal conductivity can appear to be affected by the presence of Pt in the catalyst 259 nanoparticles. This is not significant however. The only effect that can be seen in relation to the Pt content is 260 an enlarged uncertainty of the actual value of the thermal conductivity. This is due to the measured thermal 261 resistance being more scattered for these series of measurements. This can be seen when comparing that the CL composition is of no significant importance to the thermal conductivity.
264
On the other hand and when studying these three graphs in greater detail, it can off course be tempting to do not obtain a result significantly different from the results in Table 2 . Moreover, the trend in this figure   271 is neither seen in any other of our studies nor in our validation of the chosen procedure and considered a 272 random error.
273
Figure 6
When studying the effect of compaction pressure, we turn to The subject of response to compaction is important for at least two reasons; one is the comparison between 284 materials compacted by different tools and the other is the response of a dynamic compaction stress in a 285 real fuel cell system. The first point is discussed previously in this section when validating our results.
286
In a fuel cell system, the compaction is dynamic in part from thermal hysteresis and in part form wetting 287 expansion in a Nafion membrane. The PTL used in a PEMFC system today is typically much more 288 elastic [44] conductivity with high precision [20] . In this perspective we can only expect that the present study will 307 obtain some qualitative results when it comes to determining the thermal conductivity of CLs containing 308 liquid water.
309
Figure 7
In Table 3 we have summarised the measured thermal conductivities and the water content in each case.
310
In general, neither the compaction pressure nor the catalyst content appear to be the principal component with increasing compaction pressure, appears also for the CL with higher ionomer content, however not 317 significant. Moreover, the value of the thermal conductivity appear to be much larger for the CL with 318 higher ionomer content. As difficult it is to assess this value precisely, it is clear from the measured thermal 319 resistance, see Fig. 8 , that this material absorb much more water and that the thermal resistance is reduced 320 much more than for the wet CL containing equal amounts of catalyst particles and ionomer.
321 Figure 8 We have chosen to represent the water content in terms of water molecules per sulphonic group, tradi-322 tionally labeled λ. As mentioned in the introduction, values above 6 (or possibly 9 in the presence of the
323
Schroedinger paradox) is not likely to be related to Nafion however. When we report a content of e.g. 
336
The subject of precisely how and where this residual water content is allocated is can not be determined 337 based upon the present paper. What can be concluded, however, is that for the reproducible thermal resis-338 tance measurements; the thermal conductivity increases with around 50%. Moreover, this result is obtained As already mentioned, a one-dimensional thermal model of a PEMFC operated at 70 • C, +0.7 V and 1
345
A cm −2 was developed. In this model we changed the thermal conductivity of the CL from 0.07 to 0.7
The results are plotted in Fig. 9 . When comparing the maximum temperature difference 347 in the model for thermal conductivities as high as those of wet PTL (0.7) to those obtained for the dry
348
CL thermal conductivity (0.07), the temperature difference increases by 33%. Even when comparing the 349 temperature increase for the wet PTL (0.07) and the wet CL (0.11), the increase is more than 20%. This
350
clearly demonstrates that the findings of this paper are important for the modellers and that more water 351 content research of the CL is indeed needed.
352
The model considers PTLs with a rather high thermal conductivity. This is due to the fact that under the as it might be, studying this in greater detail is beyond the scope of this paper. water to condense onto the catlayst layers, the ionomer became over saturated with water and residual water 365 was found in the catalyst layers. For these "supersaturated" CLs the thermal conductivity value can be 366 expected to increase by 50% when the CL consists of equal amounts of Nafion and catalyst nanoparticles. 
